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“One of the most refreshing, humorous, and radically honest books about practical and
comparative religion this reviewer has ever come across.”—Library Journal (starred
review) Create Your Own Religion is a call to arms—an open invitation to question all the values,
beliefs, and worldviews that humanity has so far held as sacred in order to find the answers we
need to the very practical problems facing us. Writer, philosopher, and professor of comparative
religion, Daniele Bolelli, leads the reader through three thousand years of mythology, misogyny,
misinformation, and the flat-out lies about “revealed truth” that continue to muddle our ability to
live a peaceful life, free of guilt and shame and the ultimate fear of death. “Our worldviews are in
desperate need of some housecleaning,” says Bolelli. “We enter the 21st century still carrying on
our backs the prejudices and ways of thinking of countless past generations. What worked for
them may or may not still be of use, so it is our job to make sure to save the tools that can help
us and let go of the dead weight.” “With a cheerful, good-natured smile, Daniele Bolelli
torpedoes the often luxurious but spiritually leaky battleships that sail under the various flags of
the world’s organized religions.”—Tom Robbins, New York Times bestselling author“Daniele
Bolelli is in the house. Minds will be blown. Lives will be changed.”—Joe Rogan, comedian and
podcast host“Bolelli’s direct confrontation with dogma without giving an inch and without
prescribing a new dogma is about as fresh as it gets.”—Mike Vallely, skateboarder, musician,
and actor

About the AuthorDaniele Bolelli is a writer and college professor. He has also fought
professionally in mixed martial arts and appeared in I Am Bruce Lee (2012). He is a frequent
guest on The Joe Rogan Experience, The Adam Carolla Show, and The Duncan Trussell Family
Hour. His own podcast The Drunken Taoist is regularly rated among the most downloaded
worldwide in the "philosophy" category of iTunes. His other books include Create Your Own
Religion. Visit him at www.thedrunkentaoist.com. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Review"With a cheerful, goodnatured smile, Daniele Bolelli torpedoes the often luxurious
but spiritually leaky battleships that sail under the various flags of the world's organized
religions." --Tom Robbins, author of Fierce Invalids Home from Hot Climates, Jitterbug Perfume,
Still Life with Woodpecker, and several other books ― Reviews"Daniele Bolelli is in the house.
Minds will be blown. Lives will be changed." --Joe Rogan, host of the hit reality television series
Fear Factor and television personality. ― Reviews"Bolelli's direct confrontation with dogma
without giving an inch and without prescribing a new dogma is about as fresh as it gets. His
brand of radically honest philosophy is the perfect cure to liberate our minds." --Mike Vallely,
musician, actor, television personality, stuntman, professional wrestler, and hockey player ―
Reviews"Regardless of one's faith or religious practice, Create Your Own Religion challenges



the pitfalls of blind faith and is a refreshing reminder that we all have a choice as to how
spiritually open minded we allow ourselves to be." --Ben Harper, Grammy award winning
singersongwriter and multiinstrumentalist ― ReviewsSTARRED LIBRARY JOURNAL REVIEW:
This is one of the most refreshing, humorous, and radically honest books about practical and
comparative religion this reviewer has ever come across. Bolelli (history, Santa Monica Coll. &
California State Univ., Long Beach; 50 Things You're Not Supposed to Know: Religion), whose
website declares, "Answering hopelessness with a defiant smile and raised middle finger!" offers
a bold, passionate invitation to question everything we've been taught, saying only that which
remains relevant. Thus, Bolelli is a heretic in the classic sense of one who picks and chooses
what to believe. However, this is not shallow New Age drivel; rather, it is a candid and ambitious
investigation of the beliefs of major world religions, Eastern and Western, on a wide variety of
topics including afterlife, gender roles, sex, and laughter. Throughout, Bolelli cheerfully and
irreverently searches for meaningful answers buried among the spiritual relics of humanity.
VERDICT: Highly recommended for all those who are not absolutely certain about the truth of
their beliefs or lack of them. Likely to be enjoyed by those who do not take themselves too
seriously." --Brian Sullivan, Alfred Univ. Lib., NY ― Reviews --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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ConsciousnessAcknowledgmentsNotesCHAPTER 1A CALL TO ARMS: CREATE YOUR OWN
RELIGIONWhat you are holding in your hands is not another angry, organized religion-bashing
atheist book; it is not a New Age self-help book revealing the deep secret that positive thinking is
better than negative thinking; and it most certainly is not an academic dissertation on the world's
religious traditions.It is true that a strange twist of fate has pushed me into an academic career
teaching university courses on the history of religion as well as a few other subjects. It is also
true that in these pages you will find references to individuals and practices from many religious
traditions that may not exactly be common knowledge to those readers who have better things
to do than pore through impossibly thick volumes on the topic. But make no mistake about it—
this is not an academic work. Most scholars love spending their time devising new ways to
dissect knowledge into tiny compartments and making it completely irrelevant to anyone's life—
dusty creatures who forgot that real life takes place outside of the library. The game is being
played in front of their eyes, but rather than joining it, they prefer to sit on the sidelines and
observe. No, this book is about real life, and as such, it dwells outside the boundaries of
academic knowledge.Since I have spent quite a few lines telling you what this book is not, now
may be a good time to begin telling you what this book is. What you are holding in your hands is
a call to arms. It is an open invitation to tackle the key questions at the root of all religious



traditions and, for that matter, of life itself. It is an invitation to question all the values, all the
beliefs, all the worldviews that humanity has so far held as sacred in order to find the answers
we need to the very practical problems facing us. The goal is nothing short of reexamining what
it means to be human and bringing a better way of life into existence.If this seems like a
daunting, overly ambitious goal, you are probably right. Timidity was never my strong point. This
is not a task for small-minded people. We are on a quest to shake off the dust from the
theoretical building blocks on which modern civilization rests. Our worldviews are in desperate
need of some housecleaning. We enter the twenty-first century still carrying on our backs the
prejudices and ways of thinking of countless past generations. What worked for them may or
may not still be of use, so it is our job to save the tools that are still relevant and let go of the
dead weight.I am inviting you to embark on an adventure with a double purpose. The first is
purely personal. On an individual level, one of the healthiest things we can do is question
everything we have ever been taught. This is not motivated by disrespect or some adolescent
desire to be rebellious. It is simply what becoming an adult is all about. Once we are old enough
to figure things out for ourselves, we can look back at the beliefs we were taught to live by and
decide what works for us and what doesn't. Any parent who is not a psychotic control freak
would be proud to see his or her kids grow up to think for themselves. Most people, however, go
through existence in a state of perpetual psychological infancy. They hold on to certain beliefs
because that's what they were taught. They internalize some values as kids and never stop to
think about whether those values are actually healthy or not. Like trained poodles, they will
simply live their lives according to the rules that were passed on to them. They never become
individuals, never psychologically grow up and choose their own values—they are mere
machines replicating a program that was downloaded in their brains.What this book proposes to
do is to look at many religions' answers to the key questions of human existence and, on the
basis of this knowledge, come up with our own answers. In some cases, what resonates as true
to you may be identical to an answer that already exists within a certain religious tradition; in
other cases, it may come from mixing answers from different traditions; and in yet other cases,
you may end up rejecting everything that has been proposed so far and create new answers that
satisfy you better.This book is not going to try to sell you on a particular ideology. Obviously, I will
be answering these questions from my particular perspective, but the goal here is not to turn
readers into Bolelliclones going around spouting my ideas. I am not inviting you to trade a
prepackaged ideology for a new one. I don't want to make anyone my follower, and I certainly
don't want to be anyone's follower. Life is too short to spend it living according to somebody
else's dogma. This is simply a blueprint to give you ideas and stimulate you to come up with your
own worldview.Moving beyond the individual level, the second purpose of this book is much
more global in scale. Humanity today finds itself at the proverbial crossroad. On one side, we
have the technological skills to dramatically improve life on the planet in very meaningful ways.
Never in human history have we had so much power at our fingertips. For the first time, people
across the globe can communicate with each other at astonishing speed, and many are



beginning to look at life from a global perspective rather than from the narrowly provincial one
that has characterized human life so far. On the other side, the beginning of the twenty-first
century finds us flirting dangerously with self-destruction. Whereas some technologies can help
solve our global crisis, others have the power to annihilate us. Our beliefs, values, and ideas are
what determine how our increasing power will be employed. If it was perhaps excusable for
human beings to hold on to crude and potentially dangerous beliefs when our capacities did not
exceed those of glorified baboons, we can no longer afford plain, old-fashioned stupidity—not
when we have the ability to wipe each other out and take the natural world along with us. There
hasn't been a better time for a dramatic shift in human consciousness than now. Our very
survival is at stake. What we need is a new way to face life that will increase our chances of
tilting toward happiness and wonder rather than misery and species-suicide. As good old Albert
Einstein put it, “We shall require a substantial new manner of thinking if humanity is to survive.”1
And this is exactly what this book is for. A better world needs to start somewhere, and there is no
easier place to begin the work than in our hearts and minds.I hold no naïve expectation that
humanity is going to achieve collective enlightenment any time soon. There is a thin line
between idealism and self-delusion. If our hopes rested on a global awakening, we would be in
serious trouble. Betting on gloom and doom would be much more logical. However, if a strong
enough minority of people changed positively in their thought and capacity for action, and if
most other people at least switched to less destructive beliefs, it would be more than enough to
give cause for celebration.Religion Is Here to StaySo how does religion enter the picture? After
all, wasn't religion supposed to become obsolete in the modern world? Scholars, journalists, and
various pundits have been proclaiming for over a century that the popularity of religion would
steadily decline. In an age in which science, reason, and separation of church and state are
becoming the bedrocks of modernity, many expected it would just be a matter of time before
religions would fade away.If there were a prize for the least successful prophecy in recorded
history, this would be a top contender. Forget fading away. Flying in the face of what the experts
predicted, religion remains as important today to billions of people around the world as it ever
was. The only place religion has declined in popularity is Western Europe, where mostly secular
outlooks dominate, and overcrowding is never an issue in church. Put your finger anywhere else
on the map and you will run into a very different story. With the end of the Cold War, more wars
are waged now because of religion than for any other ideological reason. Religious doctrines
affect the laws and policies of most countries on earth, including those that are theoretically
based on separation of church and state. The clash between religious conservatives and those
arguing for more individual freedoms that for several decades has characterized the political
discourse in the United States is becoming a global phenomenon.The reasons why all the
predictions about the demise of religion have failed miserably are fairly obvious. No matter how
much scientific knowledge continues to grow, as long as human beings don't find answers to
certain questions (Is there any meaning in life? Where do we come from? What happens after
we die?), they will continue to turn to religion. Science is simply too dry to fill the void left by



leaving those questions unanswered. For better or worse, religion is central to how most human
beings perceive themselves and the world around them. Thus, it is plain stupid to assume that
religion is irrelevant to finding a solution to the problems facing us: religion is both part of the
problem and part of the solution.Religion or Philosophy?Before leading you on too far, let's set
the record straight about how I will use the word “religion” throughout this book. I don't need
psychic powers to foresee that quite a few readers will have problems with it. Many will be
puzzled when they find out that what I argue does not require believing in the afterlife or in the
existence of God and is not in any way based on faith.How does what you advocate fit the
definition of religion? they will ask. In an effort to avoid leaving you stranded in ambiguity, let's
deal with this issue right here, right now. Once, during the course of a lecture, an audience
member asked renowned quantum physicist David Bohm, “Professor Bohm, this is all very
interesting philosophy. But what does it have to do with physics?” Bohm replied, “I do not make
that distinction.”2No clue where I am going with this? Let me try with another example. In 1492,
when Christopher Columbus began shoplifting the American continent from its indigenous
peoples, he wrote back home that “Indians could easily be made Christians because it seems to
me that they have no religion of their own.”3 Following in Columbus' footsteps, many European
colonists thought that American Indians practiced no religion because they never saw them
going to church or performing actions that the colonists could identify as distinctly “religious.” In
an odd way, you could say they were right. Among the hundreds of American Indian languages
that existed, we would be hard-pressed to find a single word that could be translated as
“religion.” If by “religion” we intend a special set of beliefs and practices that are separated from
day-to-day activities, Columbus was dead on. Native peoples had no religion. But the truth was
that religion pervaded every aspect of their lives. As a Dineh tribal member stated, “We don't
have a religion, but we do have a ‘way.’”4 The “way” referred to here is what exists before religion
is formalized into a set of theological dogmas and rituals. It's what writer Peter Matthiessen calls
“religion before religion.”5 From this perspective, the entire spectrum of a healthy way of life is
religion. The rest is a bunch of useless theology.If we restrict our definition of religion to the belief
in a god or gods, strict rules of behavior, and an emphasis on faith and the afterlife, then early
Buddhism, much of Taoism, Confucianism, and Shinto, along with many different Animistic
traditions, would not fit the bill; rather, they would be considered philosophies. The traditions just
mentioned are more than pure philosophical systems because they focus on nonrational
experiences such as meditation and rituals. Yet they are not religions in the classic sense, either.
Personally, I am not incredibly interested in debating the subtle differences between religion and
philosophy. The ideas we will discuss in this book can appeal to people who believe in the
existence of one or multiple gods as well as to people who don't. Does this make this book more
philosophical or religious? If I may steal Clark Gable's famous line, “Frankly, my dear, I don't give
a damn.” We have too many important things on our plate to waste time arguing about
semantics. To the readers who feel that the dictionary police are on their side: I suggest you
close the book, cross the word “religion” from the cover, and write “philosophy” or whatever else



you prefer in its place. I have no quarrel with you calling it whatever you want to call it in order to
feel better (although simply removing that giant, very stiff dictionary from your butt and relaxing a
little may provide the relief needed). Ultimately, regardless of which name we attach to it, the
quest here remains to search outside of existing dogma for ways to connect with ourselves and
the universe, and walk through life in a healthy way.Knock, Knock . . . The Inquisition Is at the
Door (a.k.a. Everyone Already Creates Their Own Religion—Some People Just Don't Lie About
It)Shaking the semantic Nazis off our trail was just a warm-up, however. Once we get to the
essence of what this book is arguing, things may get considerably more heated. In many times
and places, a call inviting people to create their own religion would be enough to send the
villagers into a frenzy, convincing them to dust off their pitchforks and light their torches. The
whole notion of creating one's own religion goes against the claim made by many religions that
they alone possess the Only Truth revealed to them by the deity of their choosing. In their eyes,
religion is to be followed by human beings, but is never created by them. Countless people have
been burned at the stake for simply urging others to challenge religious dogma and question
beliefs. While this injunction is no longer followed literally, Jewish scriptures sanction the murder
of anyone inviting us to change religious outlook. The Inquisition, which lasted over 600 years,
fills the history of Christianity with plenty of mass killings of people whose only crime was
holding unconventional opinions in matters of religion. Still today, in some Muslim countries, any
Muslim who decides to abandon Islam faces the death penalty for apostasy.Why such venom
and brutality? Because many of those claiming to be speaking for God have little patience for
people who want to figure out for themselves what life is about. What is so terrible about it?
Because you should not search for what is wise and good. You should listen to what we tell you
is wise and good.In light of these attitudes, it should become clear why a call to “create your own
religion” is by its very nature quite radical. But it doesn't have to be that way. OK, since you are a
most pleasant reader, I'll share a secret with you. Lean toward me so that I may whisper it in your
ear. . . . Everyone already creates their own religion. Some people just don't lie about it.Did I say
something offensive or shocking? It's a dirty job, but somebody's got to do it. At the risk of raising
the blood pressure of some modern wannabe inquisitors, let's look at the ugly truth for what it is.
Despite their professed devotion to a text or a teacher or a path, even members of established
religions don't observe literally the dictates of their religion of choice. Many believers claim to be
strict followers of their traditions, and some actually believe they are. But the reality is that they
all are engaged to some degree in a selective reading of their sacred texts, adopting what suits
them and rejecting the rest. It's a simple process, really. Pick up the sacred books of your
religion, look for passages supporting your values, and adapt them a little to your liking. Then
highlight their importance in the overall balance of the religion, and conveniently forget all those
other unsavory passages that either downright contradict your values or support behaviors and
attitudes that don't fit with your inclinations. Rather than having the guts to admit what they are
doing and openly defend their right to pick and choose the passages they want to live their lives
by, most people prefer hiding under the fable that their particular take on religion is the only



correct one. All other people who put the accent on different messages and values contained in
the same scriptures, they claim, are heretics who are twisting the essence of the religion. If this
strikes you as intellectually dishonest, it's because it is.Hey Bolelli, are you really accusing
billions of orthodox believers worldwide of being consummate liars? Not necessarily. Some don't
lie consciously. They just happen to be masters at self-delusion, so skilled at lying to themselves
that they can do it without ever becoming aware of it. Why would they do this? you may ask.
Because it would be too scary to take responsibility for choosing which values, among so many,
to live by. It's much more reassuring to go on pretending that one's values are the only true
eternal ones that enjoy God's stamp of approval.Other believers, on the other hand, don't lie at all
—not even subconsciously. What shields them from facing the contradictions that exist in every
religious tradition, including their own, is plain old ignorance. As is the case with many faithful
followers, their actual knowledge just doesn't match their religious passion. Great numbers of
Christians have never read the Bible cover to cover. Many Muslims only know the Koran through
the passages their preachers decide to share with them. The same goes for the adherents of
most religions. In the absence of direct knowledge, most people end up espousing some
simplistic fairy tale version of what they believe their religion is about, never bothering to find out
that reality is quite a bit more complicated. They are too lazy and unwilling to deal with
complexity to want to dig a little deeper. It is easy to avoid facing contradictions if you don't know
about them. And the dealers of second-hand religious fairy tales are very careful to feed their
audience only coherent, simple stories that will not require them to ask questions and think for
themselves. Still mad about the day when they were told that there is no Santa, masses of
people swallow up these stories and gladly ask for more.Even if ignorance were not so
widespread, things would not be much simpler. If you care to lean toward me again, I'll share
with you one more secret: most sacred books revered by various religions are filled with internal
contradictions. Since the contradictory character of most scriptures leads believers to pick and
choose which passages to follow and which to ignore, it should come as no surprise that the
very same sacred books have been used to support drastically opposite ideas. During the
American Civil War, Abraham Lincoln noted that, “Both [Southern and Northern soldiers] read
the same Bible, and pray to the same God; and each invokes his aid against the other.”6 It was in
this same time period, after all, that Christians used the Bible to argue for the abolition of slavery
while just as many Christians found in the Bible the ideological ammunition to support slavery as
a divinely ordained institution.Other time periods tell the same tale. Early Christians were as
divided then as modern Christians are today. For example, Saint Paul advocated celibacy and
held a very negative view of any type of physical pleasure, whereas second century CE
Christian teacher Carpocrates stirred his followers toward juicy sexual orgies. Martin Luther King
Jr. was a Christian and so were the members of the Ku Klux Klan. Protestants and Catholics
have slaughtered each other for a couple of hundred years all in the name of Jesus. Even today,
you can find Christians who are gay and Christians who consider homosexuality to be the most
horrid of sins; Christian feminists and Christians who abhor feminism; anticapitalist Christians



who view the accumulation of wealth as a sin, and Christians who believe wealth to be a sign of
divine blessing; Christians who are very liberal, and Christians who are very conservative.
Naturally, they all believe God supports their point of view.This same story could be repeated
about pretty much any other religion. Each denomination is usually firmly convinced that it is the
only one that is faithful to the original message of its tradition and accuse all others of having
strayed away. The simple fact that every religion always gives rise to multiple variations
(Christianity, for example, has over 30,000 different denominations) is enough to tell us that Truth
with a capital t is not exactly self-evident.Trying to figure out who is right is a hopeless
undertaking. We are too far removed from the origins of most religions to establish with any
degree of certainty what the founders really meant. Most established religions, in fact, are based
on shaky sources. Divine revelations seem to indulge in the very annoying habit of popping up in
semiliterate corners of the world at a point in human history long before accurate, modern
means of recording information were invented. What results, then, is an endless chain of
revelations being told and retold over decades until somebody finally writes them down. Clearly,
this is a process that leaves much room for error.Did you ever play the game “Telephone” as a
kid? Yeah, the game in which you whisper something in someone's ear who then whispers it in
somebody else's ear, and so on down the line until the last person says out loud what he heard
and everyone laughs because it usually has nothing to do with the original message. Imagine
doing this for a few decades with a few thousand individuals before writing the results down.
Then, let a few more decades/centuries go by before a council of “authorities” gets to vote on
which versions are accurate and which ones need to be destroyed. As weird as it may sound,
this is exactly how the modern versions of most sacred texts were produced. No wonder these
texts are littered with contradictions. And it is on the authority of these very dubious, very old
documents that followers then fight among themselves regarding the essence of the original
message.Far from being an obstacle, this confusion is a gift that most members of organized
religions actually cherish. The fact that their prophets are long dead and little information is
known about them makes it easier for followers to project their own ideas, values, and
expectations onto their favorite authority figure—something that many believe gives more
legitimacy to an ideology. This allows people to create their own religion within a respected,
established tradition while keeping the appearance of following the “official” version.In the midst
of these endless arguments, the founders' original intention is clouded beyond recognition.
Organized religions end up killing the insights of the prophets/gods they supposedly revere. Like
demented kids hugging a puppy too tight and crushing him to death out of “love,” followers
destroy their founders' teachings with blind devotion. The freshness, beauty, and vital energy of
the original message dies a miserable death when the message is turned into dogma. And what
followers are left to worship is the dried-up, mummified corpse of what was maybe once a
wonderful idea.What this book invites you to do is to take responsibility for your ideas and,
without slavish devotion to dogma, create your own religion. Rather than groping the past to find
justification for your values in centuries-old texts, and using revered corpses as a source of



authority, it is time to grow the heart and guts to follow your own insights and defend them on
their own worth. Don't believe something because Buddha said it, or Jesus said it, or
Muhammad said it. Don't believe it because I say it. (OK, don't listen to this last sentence. I just
threw it in there to look democratic. Of course if I say it, you should blindly believe it.) Better yet,
don't believe anything at all that is not born out of your own experience. Belief is the habit of
those too lazy or too scared to trust in themselves. Let's try a more courageous path: find out for
yourself. If we want to stop wiping each other out over religious dogma, this is the healthiest step
we can take.If rejecting dogma and nourishing the courage and creativity required to make our
own choices is a good idea in all times and places, it is a talent that is becoming even more
essential in today's world. This, after all, is the age of globalization, choice, and syncretism. More
people on earth have access to more information now than at any other point in human history.
We know more about each other than ever before; ideas circle the globe at a speed our
ancestors never even imagined. The most learned intellectual from just a couple of centuries
ago had access to far less information than anyone alive today who happens to have Internet
access. Being exposed to different stimuli and ideas coming to us from every corner of the world
means we have more material to play with. It is only natural then that greater numbers of people
are mixing the ingredients, making new connections, and revolutionizing traditions.This
explosion in creativity can be seen everywhere. For example, just about any song born today
comes from the union of musical traditions that just a few decades ago had never been
introduced to each other. “Fusion” seems to be the operative word at the root of everything, from
the types of food we eat to the movies we watch—even the diverse ethnic makeup of many
people alive here and now.With every facet of human culture being touched by this rapid
exchange of information, it only makes sense that religion would be affected as well. In the days
before our globalized, interconnected world, people practiced whatever religion happened to be
the dominant one in the country of their birth. Thankfully, the stupidity of the belief that by
random luck one is born in the one true religious tradition, while the rest of the world needs to be
shown the light, is beginning to become progressively more evident. In the face of increased
knowledge and choices, traditional forms of authority are collapsing. Rigid identities—be they
national, ideological, or religious—are becoming more obsolete. Prepackaged answers satisfy
fewer and fewer people. Solutions and ideas that appeal to a particular place and time reveal
themselves to be painfully narrow-minded in a global world. Many of the answers people still turn
to were born in a world where one couldn't see beyond the confines of one's village—where
what existed in the next valley was foreign, exciting, and mysterious. But this will no longer do.
Nostalgically holding on to the past is not going to help us face a reality that's changing at
breakneck pace.Damn, it's an exciting time to be alive. We are just a few steps away from self-
destruction, but we are also a few steps away from creating a better world that could exceed the
imagination of the most optimistic prophets from our past. We are dancing on a tightrope
stretched on the abyss, the destiny of the world in our hands. The weapons we take into battle
are heart, vision, and creativity. What we need are new solutions that reflect the greater degree



of knowledge and the radically different experiences that characterize the modern world.The
availability of a much wider range of choices is transforming the face of religion today. Many
individuals belonging to several mainstream religions have responded by dramatically reshaping
some of their core beliefs. Increasing numbers of people are opening new paths outside of the
confines of mainstream religions altogether. Most traditional religions, in fact, change only under
duress; otherwise, they resist change and any challenge to their authority with tooth and nail.The
most conservative, fundamentalist branches see the global world as a threat. To them, more
choices mean more opportunity to fall in error and stray from the One True Way. In their
worldview, choice is the Devil's tool to lead us away from the truth. Confronted with a world
offering greater chances for choosing one's own way, their answer is to dig deeper trenches and
become even more radically rigid. The more freedoms human history offers us, the more
fundamentalists will fight them. Despite their mutual hatred for one another, Jerry Falwell and the
Taliban are twins separated at birth—modernity makes both of them recoil in horror.I see the
global world as the greatest opportunity humanity has ever had. In my view, it is healthy for
traditions to be challenged. If traditional values lose popularity, it's either because they are poorly
communicated or because they are not relevant anymore. No healthy solution was ever born
from whining about the good old days. As Nietzsche puts it, “[The sage] does not acknowledge
custom or tradition, but only new questions from life and new answers.”7 While it is not
necessarily true that newer is always better, it is certainly true that any theory, religion, or
philosophy that was born in the midst of intellectual poverty can only be improved upon today.
Whatever was good in it will endure, and whatever fails will do so because it belongs to a darker,
more ignorant world.What we will do here then is take aim at all the central questions debated by
different religions in order to see what gifts of wisdom the past has to offer us, and how we can
use that to come up with our own answers.CHAPTER 2A CALL TO ARMS: THE
SEQUELNothing to LoseCountless peoples have an irrational fear of questioning what they hold
most sacred. Because they think that certain beliefs are desirable, they come up with contorted
rationalizations to justify them against any possible attack, rather than taking an honest look at
them. They are terrified by the thought that if they begin doubting their certainties or looking at
them with a critical eye, the entire castle of values upon which they have based their lives will
come tumbling down. For this reason, they try their hardest to avoid facing any facts that would
force them to revise their ideals. Taking this course of action (actually non-action) may feel safe
and reassuring; however, indulging in this paranoid phobia can only hurt us in the long run.
Testing our most sacred values against different options will only strengthen us. We really have
nothing to lose by being open-minded. It's a win-win situation.Let's look at it this way. If we test
our most sacred values against all kinds of different options, two things can happen. In one case,
we find out that all the other alternatives are not as effective as what we already believed in the
first place. This is clearly a win, since it will increase our self-confidence by reinforcing the feeling
that we are on the right track. Moreover, when we engage in discussions with others who swear
by different ideas, our arguments will be stronger and more effective because we have already



explored all possible counterarguments and discovered their weaknesses.If instead we find out
that our ideals were not as good as we thought they were, and there are better alternatives
available, this is just as good a result. We win again because we have a chance to correct our
mistakes, stop living according to flawed ideas, and discover a better path. In either scenario, we
can only gain by testing and questioning. We truly have nothing to lose but our
prejudices.Untested beliefs are not a treasure to conserve but rather a cage to escape. They
keep us prisoners of our opinions and prevent us from facing reality for what it is. As Nietzsche
puts it, “[I am] a man who wishes nothing more than daily to lose some reassuring belief, who
seeks and finds his happiness in this daily greater liberation of the mind.”8Here we reverse the
traditional attitude. Instead of thinking, “It must be good because I believe it,” we can switch to “I
believe it because it is good.” Whatever conclusion we end up embracing will not be born from
fear of change, excessive attachment to one's preconceived opinions, or a scarcity of alternate
viewpoints. It will be the result of testing what works and what doesn't, and picking the best
option among many at our disposal.Only those who are scared of the truth are hostile to
questioning. No one would refuse evidence if it confirms and gives greater credibility to their
ideas. The centuries-long persecution of science by religious authorities cannot be explained
unless religious authorities already knew they were frauds and were afraid of somebody
exposing them. Unless you are a liar or are pathologically attached to your opinions, you should
not be afraid of the truth.Heretic and ProudAlthough I have tried to be reassuring and
nonthreatening in the preceding paragraphs, I have no illusions. This book is a declaration of war
against all those traditions that want to limit our choices, stifle our growth, and restrict our
freedom. This is a battle between the heaviness of tradition and the daring to create, between
the conforming crowd and the individual shaping his/her own destiny. Most, but not all, forms of
organized religions stand firmly on the conformity side of the battle line. They don't want you to
think for yourself, or they would go out of business. Their clergy is always threatened by direct
individual experience because it makes them obsolete and takes away their source of authority.
Dogma is safe only when individuals give away their power to religious institutions, stop
questioning the world around them, and gladly accept pre-packaged answers. Thomas Paine
saw this clearly when he wrote:I do not believe in the creed professed by the Jewish church, by
the Roman church, by the Greek church, by the Turkish church, by the Protestant church, nor by
any church that I know of. My own mind is my own church. All national institutions of churches . . .
appear to me no other than human inventions set up to terrify and enslave mankind, and
monopolize power and profit.9What we are engaged in here is, by its very nature, a heretical
project. Forget the virgin-sacrificing, devil-worshipping, religion destroying image that centuries
of inquisitions and authoritarian brainwashing have attached to the word “heresy.” What we mean
here goes back to the original Greek meaning of the word, which is translated literally as “to
choose,” or “to go one's own way.” This meaning points to the sacred word at the roots of this
enterprise: choice. The choice to go one's own way; the courage to explore life's mysteries for
oneself rather than accepting second-hand answers; and the refusal to bow to the dogma of



existing dominant theories—these are the things that make this quest a heretical one. In the
eyes of many established religions, in fact, choosing your own way rather than blindly following
theirs is a horrendous crime and grounds for persecution. The history of both Christianity and
Islam is stained with the blood of those tortured and killed because they committed the
unforgivable sin of questioning the answers provided by religious authorities.What is bizarre in
all of this is that many of the religions that try to squash independent inquiry today were founded
by supposed heretics and dangerous outlaws: Jesus was crucified for blasphemy, and
Muhammad was chased out of Mecca by assassins. Think of the irony. These men were all
about questioning tradition and established forms of authority, which is exactly what the
fundamentalists claiming to follow them hate. All religions were born because someone
departed from an existing tradition and created their own. But instead of honoring their example,
most of their followers turn their insights into one more dried-up dogma used to repress
individual freedom.This book, on the other hand, invites you to honor their pioneering spirit by
doing exactly what they did: create your own path. As William Blake beautifully said, “I must
invent my own systems or else be enslaved by other men's.”10 If we are successful, things may
turn out the way Walt Whitman predicted, “There will soon be no more priests. Their work is
done . . . A new order shall arise . . . and every man shall be his own priest.”11Some hardcore
atheists, in an effort to attack anything that goes under the heading of “religion,” lump together all
religious traditions as equally evil. In doing so, they completely miss the fact that within every
religion, even the ones with a long history of intolerance, there are branches that are more than
willing to make room for individual exploration.In yet other religions, in fact, respect for
independent inquiry is not present only in some heretical faction, but is at the very foundation of
their ideas. While plenty of things about Buddhism turn me off, here is a tradition that allows and
encourages freedom. Consider this. Lin Chi, a Chinese Buddhist teacher, once said, “If you
encounter the Buddha, kill him.”12 Kill the Buddha?!? Buddhists certainly seem to have a weird
way to revere their founder. What's this crazy Chinese talking about? Far from being a
blasphemous statement, Lin Chi's words are a metaphorical rejection of the dogmatism that
inevitably results once we've put our teacher on a pedestal. Precisely because Lin Chi loved
Buddha, he warned people against turning him into an object of worship (a warning that has
gone unheeded by many Buddhists throughout history). Can you imagine a Christian inviting
people to “kill Jesus,” or a Muslim to “kill Muhammad”? No matter how well intended the
metaphor, the odds are that whoever spoke the words would have to run far and fast to escape
being lynched. In Buddhism, on the other hand, this kind of iconoclastic statement would hardly
raise an eyebrow. This is why Lin Chi could say what he said, or why the Japanese Zen monk
Ikkyū could writeWithout a bridgeClouds climb effortlesslyTo heaven;No need to rely onAnything
Gotama Buddha taught.13Buddha himself argued that his teachings were but a means to an
end. On his deathbed, Buddha told his followers, “Do not accept what you hear by report, do not
accept tradition, do not accept a statement because it is found in our books, nor because it is in
accord with your belief, nor because it is the saying of your teacher . . . Be lamps onto



yourselves. . . .”14In a similar vein, one of the pillars of Taoism, Chuang Tzu, wrote, “The torch of
chaos and doubt—this is what the sage steers by.”15 Here we are 180 degrees away from what
you hear from many other religious leaders who threaten hellish punishments unless we obey
their every command. Fixed certitudes, comfy reassurances, never-changing rules; the entire
baggage usually fed as religious dogma . . . Chuang Tzu will give you none of that. Instead, what
he brings forth to light the path is doubt—what Alan Watts called “the wisdom of insecurity”—the
force that invites us to constantly test our most cherished ideas. This is a clear example that not
all religious traditions shove dogma down our throats. Rather, some encourage us to embrace
doubt, question all conclusions we are offered, and experiment on our own.Epistemological
Anarchism, Bruce Lee, and the Freedom to Be Who We AreAs much as doubt keeps dogma at
bay, doubt for doubt's sake can paralyze us, making us too timid and insecure to commit to any
ideal. Clearly, this is not the kind of doubt we are talking about. The aim of this book is to provide
tools to create your own path and solve very real, very scary problems. I certainly don't intend to
confuse you with some relativistic, wishy-washy crap that only leads to weakness and
indecision. No, the doubt we are referring to here is a fire lit under our butts to keep us alert; to
constantly prod us so we never get so comfortable in our findings that we turn them in absolute
laws; to make sure we don't get so enamored with our theories that we lose touch with real life.
Both Heraclitus, one of the greatest philosophers in history, and Lao Tzu, the author of the Tao
Te Ching, stress over and over again: life is constantly changing. What proved useful yesterday
may not work in tomorrow's context. No matter how good something is, it never works 100
percent of the time. No rule, no recipe, no fixed formula can ever capture the flow of existence.
When you start believing otherwise, you are on your way toward creating another dried-up
tradition that will be kept alive out of inertia rather than because of its effectiveness. Chuang
Tzu's brand of doubt is about engaging in a constant process of research, continually testing our
truths, and keeping the river of our ideas flowing so that they will not turn into the stagnant
swamp of dogma. As Bruce Lee said, “How can there be methods and systems to arrive at
something that is living? To that which is static, fixed, dead, there can be a way, a definite path,
but not to that which is living. Do not reduce reality to a static thing and then invent methods to
reach it.”16 Or, as he puts it here, “Knowledge is fixed in time, whereas, knowing is continual.
Knowledge comes from a source, from accumulation, from a conclusion, while knowing is a
movement.”17If you are wondering what Bruce Lee has to do with religion, you have my
sympathy. I concede that the connection is not the most obvious, but please indulge me for a
little while. I swear there is a point to this. While he may be better known as the star of the kung
fu movie genre, Lee was also a brilliant philosopher who successfully applied his insights to the
martial arts. What this book intends to do to religion, in fact, is exactly what Bruce Lee did to the
martial arts.At a time when the Confucian reverence for tradition characterized the martial arts
world, Lee came along to challenge it all with an antiauthoritarian approach that was unlike
anything anybody had ever seen in the West. While the exponents of different martial arts styles
argued among themselves about which art was the best, they all agreed on one basic concept:



there is such a thing as one perfect art, with a perfect methodology and perfect techniques,
which alone embodies the Truth in regards to combat. Naturally, much like the members of many
organized religions, each claimed their art was the One. But according to Lee, they were all
wrong because the very concept of separate “styles” of martial arts is wrong. He considered
styles to be ideological prisons limiting the individual freedom to pursue one's own path. In Lee's
view, they all had good ideas and good techniques, but they were all hopelessly deluded if they
thought their partial truths were the Only Truth. Not all knowledge can be found in the house of
the same teacher. Certainly agreeing with Thomas Paine's idea that “Every person of learning is
finally his own teacher,” Lee believed individuals needed to be exposed to different methods in
order to figure out what works for them.Long before Lee's time, many great innovators in the
history of martial arts had created new styles by mixing ideas and techniques from various
systems. Lee took a much more radical step. Following the ideas of Zen Buddhist master
Hakuin, Lee coined the motto “Using no way as the way.” This cryptic slogan meant it was not
enough just to create a new style, with its inevitable rigid methodologies and fixed curriculum.
Instead, Lee advocated cross-training, picking and choosing what suits one best from all
different styles of martial arts. Lee's revolutionary yet simple approach was broken down into
four steps:Research your own experience.Absorb what is useful.Reject what is useless.Add
what is specifically your own.18In other words, people should experiment with as many paths as
possible and extract the best out of all of them. In doing this, Lee invited martial artists to resist
the temptation to crystallize their discoveries into a fixed style. Instead, he invited them to
engage in a process of research that would keep their ideas fresh, and would spur them to
constantly evolve as fighters and as human beings. As Lee further wrote about his martial arts
philosophy, “Jeet Kune Do favors formlessness so that it can assume all forms and since Jeet
Kune Do has no style, it can fit with all styles. As a result, Jeet Kune Do utilizes all ways and is
bound by none and, likewise, uses any techniques or means which serve its ends.”19 Lee's plan
was to be able to use the strengths of any style without being bound to its weaknesses.Following
a method—any method—too closely robs us of the flexibility necessary to face life since, by its
very nature, life is vaster than any law or rule. Too many rules suffocate individuality. People are
different by talent, taste, and experience. To expect everyone to follow the same formula is a
fascist dream that is completely out of touch with the essence of life. As Chuang Tzu puts
it,Water is for fishAnd air for men.Natures differ, and needs with them.Hence the wise men of
oldDid not lay downOne measure for all.20If you have ever seen any great chef at work, you
know that they don't follow a recipe. They follow their nose. A recipe may be a good guideline for
people who are lost. But if you develop timing, awareness, and sensitivity you no longer need
recipes. And this is precisely what Bruce Lee was trying to teach: develop the tools to trust in
yourself more than a method.The Fear of FreedomTo put it mildly, most of the martial arts
community didn't respond kindly to Lee's ideas. They were outraged by what they perceived to
be an arrogant slap in the face of tradition: Who is this young punk, they wondered, to question
the teachings passed down by our masters? It takes a lifetime to learn and perfect the practice



of one art, and yet this guy has the audacity to think he can briefly dabble in many arts, and
based on that experience extract the best out of them? By abandoning time-honored methods,
all he is going to accomplish is to become a stereotypical jack-of-all-trades, and master of
none.This is the same reaction that most anyone rejecting ancient dogmas in favor of exploring
new paths has encountered. The idea of “creating your own” (whether it be a martial art, a
religion, or anything else) always arouses hostility. Many people object that by merging separate
traditions we end up watering down the truths contained in each. These people tell us that any
type of syncretic mixing leads to hopeless confusion and spineless relativism. The do-it-yourself
approach, they insist, is for people who are looking for an easy way out by custom-making comfy
beliefs tailored to their needs; these people lack the discipline and commitment to explore the
depths of a single tradition.If you are an acute observer and you actually still remember the title
of this book, you may have noticed that I'm not exactly in agreement with this position. To put it
more bluntly, I see this hard-line insistence on absolute values, and on the sanctity of traditions
written in stone, as a tough-guy act that stems from insecurity, poor self-confidence, and fear. To
argue for a greater possibility of choice is anything but relativistic. Not only is mixing more in tune
with the globalized world, it is more in tune with the biological essence of life itself. Mutts are
always healthier than purebred dogs. A person who develops the many talents necessary to
explore a variety of different sources, discovering their strengths and mixing them together
harmoniously, is not showing weakness or lack of discipline. They are making a choice that is
born out of very strong convictions—strong enough as to be willing to experiment and change
one's mind. This is definitely not the easy way out. If anything, the easy way out is buying into
beliefs and adhering to them without question. It takes incredible guts to leave the herd behind,
to become your own leader, forging yourself in the fire of unfiltered experience.Much of the
hostility toward “creating your own” comes from a deep fear. Most people are too scared of their
own shadow to dare taking full responsibility for their values, actions, and lives. The prospect of
having to rely entirely on themselves, without a group to fall back on or a dogma to reassure
them, terrifies them to the core. Deep down they know they lack what it takes to live up to the
challenge.Freedom, in fact, is not for everyone. Besides sounding horribly undemocratic, the
sentence I just wrote may also seem counterintuitive. Freedom, after all, seems to be
everywhere around us. Most people list it as one of their primary values. Hardly any war is fought
without at least one side (and usually both) claiming that they are fighting for it. Songs and
movies always talk about it. Politicians use the word when they are shopping for votes.
Advertisers use it to sell their products. Freedom is the star in plenty of catchy slogans, songs,
movies, political rhetoric, advertisements, etc. With such an overabundant use of the word
“freedom,” and with so much lip service paid to it, it would be easy to be fooled into thinking
people actually love freedom. Nothing could be further from the truth.What people love is the
idea of freedom. They love to think that they are not slaves. They go to great lengths to convince
themselves they are independent, and that no one can boss them around. But reality tells a
different story. Most people badly want some parent figure—whether that's a teacher, president,



gang leader, pope, guru, God, or Santa Claus—to whom they can delegate their power of
choice, for they would much rather trust anyone other than themselves. Having to figure things
out on their own and take responsibility for their lives is too scary of a prospect. Following a path
is much easier than creating one. This accounts for the popularity of dogma; and this is why,
despite all the rhetoric suggesting otherwise, real freedom terrifies people.What they crave is not
freedom but authority figures to give them orders. If I can go on record with another runner-up for
the most undemocratic sentence of all times . . . most people seem to be born to obey
commands. They probably resent the commands, often complain about them, and occasionally
secretly break them only to feel guilty later, but the truth is they would be totally lost without
them. If you try to take away their chains, they'll scream and shout because their security, their
very identity, is in their chains. Give them real freedom and they'll run back to their dogmas
crying “please mama hold me tight.” Dogma is what reassures them and lulls them to sleep at
night. “No, dear child—dogma whispers softly in their ears—you don't need to venture alone in
that big, scary world. Stay by my side instead, and I will always take care of you. I promise you
will never have to make difficult choices all by yourself. I will map out the path for you, and all
you'll have to do is follow. You will never be lost again.”Forget freedom as a family value. Real
freedom is scary. Real freedom is for people with broad shoulders and big hearts. So, if the
thought of refusing to surrender your power to authority and becoming the leader of your own life
scares you, I strongly recommend you quit now. The rest of the book is not going to get any
easier.Not So FastOK, now that I've had a chance to get off my chest just how deeply I dislike
the critics of the “create your own” approach, let me freely admit that sometimes they are right.
Exhibit A in their favor is the New Age movement.If I listen carefully, I can hear my publisher
crying somewhere. No, Bolelli, c'mon. You have already pissed off scores of militant atheists.
Fundamentalists from different religions are united in gloating at the thought of you burning in
hell. At least, be nice to the new agers . . . Do you want to sell books or not?Sorry, man, but I got
to tell it like it is.The New Age movement bugs me precisely because it takes some beautiful
ideas, and turns them into a parody. Don't get me wrong. Plenty of great people with nothing but
good intentions are connected with the New Age phenomenon. But the whole thing most often
appears so painfully superficial as to give ammunition to those opposing the notion of anyone
“creating their own.”Today after yoga, I'll try Tibetan meditation. Tomorrow I'm off to healing with
crystals, and then I'll complete my spiritual joy-ride playing with the dreaming techniques of
Australian aborigines.Mixing different elements together is an art. Tossing a bunch of random
ingredients together without truly understanding any of them is not. Even though many
individuals are genuine—albeit somewhat desperate—seekers, just as many are on an ego-
inflating trip taking them from one spiritual fad to the next. Besides making me sick, the pseudo-
mystical posing that characterizes plenty of new agers ends up giving a bad name to the very
ideas I am advocating, and this is why it bothers me to no end.Everyone has the right to be free
to pick and choose the best from different ideas and practices, thereby creating his or her own
path. But clearly, merely rejecting traditional dogmas and creating your own way is no guarantee



that you'll come up with something good. Talent and intelligence—unfortunately—are not
distributed equally. The abundance of choices is welcome to those who have the skills to choose
wisely, but is overwhelming for those who don't. If you combine the right elements together, you
can come up with a masterpiece. I worship daily whoever first departed from tradition by
deciding to throw in the pan noodles from Asia and tomatoes from the Americas, and came up
with Italian pasta. On the other hand, mix the wrong ingredients, and you end up with Alfredo
sauce.This is probably why Benjamin Franklin promoted freethinking in matters of religion for
highly educated people like himself or Thomas Jefferson, but at the same time he argued for the
necessity to keep the masses anchored to traditional forms of religion. In his opinion, in fact, they
lacked the wisdom and self-discipline necessary for a healthy use of freedom.This same elitist
attitude has characterized the history of many philosophical schools of Taoism. They rarely ever
tried to recruit people to their ideas. Most often, they tried to discourage them. If, like most
people, you are too stupid to play with us—argued the Taoists—you better stick to
Confucianism. There, they will give you rules to limit the amount of damage you can do, and feed
you fairy tales to comfort you. It's better for you. If you try to play with the big boys, you may get
hurt.In the same spirit, Nietzsche wrote, “And he who is not a bird should not build his nest over
abysses.”21 An echo of this is heard in Hermann Hesse's warning at the entrance of the Magic
Theater in his famous novel Steppenwolf, “MAGIC THEATER—ENTRANCE NOT FOR
EVERYBODY.”22Call me idealistic, but I see no reason to discourage freedom just because
most people use it poorly. Sure, not everyone can create something wonderful, but everyone can
and should be pushed to honestly express themselves. Despite all the possible problems, I
agree with Bruce Lee. I'll take a daring experiment that fails over a safe, wimpy devotion to
dogma any day.The Evidence Never Lies23The task of weaning people from dogma is
challenging in all times and contexts, but Bruce Lee had an advantage in his antiauthoritarian
quest. Because of the very physical nature of martial arts, one can go on talking for only so long
before he or she is invited to step up and put their theories on the line. Martial arts theory is
tested not through flowery debates but combat. At the end of the match, you are either the one
left standing or the one on the floor. No arguments there. Fighters can spout the best speeches
in the world about the superiority of their art and training methods, but if they keep getting
knocked out, they will be forced by reality to revise their ideas.Because of this wonderfully
concrete aspect of martial arts, Lee's inflammatory ideas were eventually tested and vindicated
in the early 1990s through the development of the new sport of mixed martial arts. Competitions
such as the Ultimate Fighting Championship, in fact, invited fighters to test their skills in contests
with as few rules as possible. Traditional martial artists from every corner of the globe stepped
up to defend the honor of their systems. This, after all, was their chance to prove in a public
forum the superiority of their style. Much buzz was in the air: maybe the debates among martial
artists about which art was the best would be finally settled. What resulted shocked everybody.
No single art turned out to be “the best.” Just as Bruce Lee had predicted, traditional martial
artists became easy prey for those fighters who followed Lee's insight by picking the best



techniques from several different sources and mixing them together. This was the most
indubitable proof that, in the right hands, an eclectic syncretism is far superior to rigidly following
a single path.In case you are wondering, I am not proposing an Ultimate Fighting competition for
religions. While I have to admit that the prospect of having a beer in front of pay-per-view
matches between Shinto and Judaism, or Islam and Buddhism, seems like lots of fun, I am
afraid it wouldn't work. The effectiveness of a religion cannot be measured through objective,
physical standards. No concrete testing ground exists to prove beyond a shadow of doubt the
superiority of one religion over another.We can't test objectively the existence of God, or of
heaven and hell, but this doesn't mean that we can't test religious theories at all. What we can do
is look at the effects that certain religious ideas have had throughout history and continue to
have today. It is a much nerdier approach than a knock out, and it certainly doesn't possess its
discussion-ending clarity, but it's the next best thing. We can observe the historical
consequences of certain beliefs, and decide which ones have had more desirable effects on our
lives. Clearly, a subjective element enters the game here. Different people are going to judge the
same consequence positively and negatively. But we don't need to fall in a relativistic trap. We
are not going to accept some cop-out excuse about how it's all just a matter of opinion. Beliefs
that cause people to behave decently toward each other are not just different from beliefs
leading to widespread warfare, bloodbaths, and misery. Positive beliefs are qualitatively superior
much in the same way that health is preferable to sickness. In creating our own religions, we
should carefully separate those ideas that have contributed to the amount of violence, conflict,
and suffering in the world from those that have helped alleviate or diminish those things.Our task
is going to be complicated by the fact that beliefs have different effects on different people. The
same belief can often result in both pleasant and horrific consequences for different people.
What we need to figure out is what seems to be the exception and what is the rule. For example,
there is plenty of anecdotal evidence suggesting that so-called family values among
fundamentalist Christians may have helped thousands of people to lead better lives. However,
objective statistics point to much greater rates of social dysfunctions (from divorce to murder) in
states where fundamentalism is powerful, compared to states where liberal Christianity and
secularism are more popular. This suggests one of two things: in the best case, these “family
values” are not very effective at fixing the problems they try to address; worse, they actually may
contribute to them. In either case, the evidence tells us that fundamentalist family values could
use some serious adjustment.24In choosing the values we want to use to create our own
religions, let's always keep an eye on the evidence. Effectiveness is not measured by the
complexity of a theological argument, or by how loudly its supporters scream. It is measured in
action. Values are only as good as the results they produce.CHAPTER 3THE INTANGIBLES:
GODI have known many gods. He who denies them is as blind as he who trusts them too deeply.
I seek not beyond death. It may be the blackness averred by the Nemedian skeptics, or Crom's
realm of ice and cloud, or the snowy plains and vaulted halls of the Nordheimer's Valhalla. I
know not, nor do I care. Let me live deep while I live; let me know the rich juices of red meat and



stinging wine on my palate, the hot embrace of white arms, the mad exultation of battle when the
blue blades flame and crimson, and I am content. Let teachers and priests and philosophers
brood over questions of reality and illusion. I know this: if life is illusion, then I am no less an
illusion, and being thus, the illusion is real to me. I live, I burn with life, I love, I slay, and am
content.—Robert E. Howard, L. Sprague De Camp,and Lin Carter. Conan of CimmeriaMay I
have a drum roll, please? Are the cheerleaders ready? Good, because this is it. It's showdown
time. The big game is on. While the topics of several other chapters may be more stimulating to
me on a personal level, no religious issues are as important and hotly contested as God and the
afterlife. They are the two forces at the very core of the religious life of billions of individuals
around the world. In addition to the central role they occupy, the Big Two have something else in
common. They are completely beyond the realm of tangible, day-to-day experience. We crave
knowledge about them but possess not a shred of physical evidence to guarantee us the
existence of either. However, the lack of logical or physical proof doesn't diminish our desire to
know.
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Lupus, “A worthwhile critique of the religious scene. I bought it from Amazon, am glad that I did,
but I can't rave about it. Although the title warns you that it's a book without instructions, the last
3 chapters of this 15-chapter book were the ones I liked most, and I wish there had been more
like that. The author does have a good sense of humor, but sometimes he seems to overplay it. I
didn't really learn much I didn't know before, but it was an easy read, and I think it's worth
reading by anyone, but especially those who are ignorant about the religious scene.So, why
didn't I give it 5 stars? It may just be my opinion, and I'm keenly aware of that, but sometimes I
felt he went a little too far in trying to be "accessible" to a wider audience. For example, in the
introduction to the chapter on "Sex, sex and more Sex," the first 3 paragraphs seemed to be
addressing the readers as if they were pimple-faced adolescents with raging hormones. Well,
haha, no big deal, but it's not the only place where he seems, IMO, to be missing his target. I
don't think any drooling dummies would buy a book with this title. In another place he seemed to
feel the need to explain to the reader what "irks me" means. Well, maybe he was just trying to be
funny again, but that sort of thing gets old after awhile.The first 13 chapters consisted largely of
summary critiques of the major religions of the world. That was OK, too, but that's not why I
bought the book in the first place. Since most of the book was involved in descriptions of various
religious practices and beliefs, with only the last 3 really approaching the subject of creating your
own religion, I feel the title may have been a bit misleading.But maybe it's just me. Perhaps I
knew too much about the other religions before I read those chapters. I would probably be
among those who "love" the book if all 15 chapters had been like the last 3. Or, if I was really
enlightened by those earlier chapters. Obviously, looking at the other reviews here, the book is
filling a need. Studies have shown that even American Christians know little about the Bible or
their own church, so I can imagine that few of them have any idea of what a Zen Buddhist
believes or practices. I did, by the way, feel an affinity with the author in his liking of Nietzsche
and Taoist philosophy and the Buddhist monk Ikkyu. We were on the same page about
them.Bottom line: I did like it, and would recommend it to others, and this is what a 4-star review
means.”

sully, “Thus spoke Daniele Bolelli. Daniele Bolelli criticizes virtually every metaphysical system
which humans use to cope with their inevitable death and their need for profound explanations.
He reveals that every system of explanation is based on proclaimed truths which on examination
are not truths but either dogma or paradox. There is no certainty or truth and any system which
claims these things is lying. Bolelli spares no system from his critique and includes religions,
morality, political ideals, and scientific reason. Yet, he doesn't leave you drowning in a
meaningless universe but advocates a life based on taking what is useful from any system and
learning to live with paradox and the unknown. A life which is balanced by living in the midst of
opposites and having courage to face the challenges. Bolelli wants us to create a life of own



meaning with love and passion and not be held back by otherworldly dead ends. Bolelli calls
Frederich Nietzsche's "Thus Spoke Zarathustra" the greatest book ever written. Yeah,
Nietzsche would enjoy Bolelli's book verymuch indeed. So will anyone who is willing to step
away from the usual path.”

Chris Hill, “This is one of my absolutely favorite books! I am a raving agnostic. This is one of my
absolutely favorite books! I am a raving agnostic, while I still like to think of myself as being so in
a humble way. Bolelli understands this paradox while he tells you one thing and appears to turn
completely around and contradict himself. That's not what he did: he merely demonstrated the
all-important reality of paradox, conveying the importance of understanding that we humans
aren't only contending with a great deal of mystery out there, but we are quite mysterious
ourselves. Oh, and to be clear (and obvious), I totally suck as a reviewer, but I moved forward
anyway. It's the self-same thing I did regarding my personal ideas regarding "reality," so I refused
to refrain from saying a few words about such a great book geared towards speaking to anyone
who values reading others ideas simply because they sense that they, too, value their own.”

John Luczyszyn, “An interesting read to say the least. This book is a collage of Daniele Bolelli's
opinions and views on what's dastardly wrong with the message of organized religions. While
not a complete head bashing; he does more to enlighten the reader on certain hypocritical
highlights. These are but a part of the subjects: as science, atheism, fascism, communism,
capitalism are not safe from his wrath. While feeling heavily personal; Daniele provides no
shortage of quotes from some of the greatest independent thinkers from human history to
emphasize his points.Create my own religion is a great place for those to start or continue to
draw inspiration from other than the main lines.”

Ida, “Loved. It.. This book is for those among the human race who are not keen on blindly
following orders. It is a call to experience true spirituality, something which various religions have
tried to institutionalize and make a profit off for millennia. Bolleli guides his readers on their
individual path to religion with all the power-grabbing, dogmatic, pedophilia, oppression
nastiness stripped away. He invites you to reject dogma and to be truly spiritual. You really don't
need this book because, as the title says, it's not a manual. It merely shows you a truth that you
already know. But you'll love this book because it will be your companion and your friend who
supports you when you trust in that which you know to be true but which is contrary to what
everyone is telling you that you have to believe. This book can be read from beginning to end or
you can drop in on whatever chapter is most appealing to you. Great book for all types of
readers!”

JESW, “Brilliant. The Jeet-Kune-Do of religion; highlights the flaws of organised religion but more
importantly it shows us how we can find lessons in many different areas.Fantastically written -



highly recommended.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Funny and thought provoking. Very good”

mcintyrec77, “Excellent. Thoroughly enjoyed this book, as i have done with all of his other titles.
Would also recommend his podcast which is very entertaining and informative”

Jen, “Very helpful!. Very helpful, I recommend this to be standard reading to anybody with even
the remotest interest in exploring their own world views. (Which should really be everyone)”

Idunyo, “Five Stars. A very interesting read.”

The book by Daniele Bolelli has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 124 people have provided feedback.
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